Our ﬂeet of advanced Small
Unmanned Aircraft are equipped
with 3-axis fully stabilised gimbals
carrying professional digital
camera systems. Dual control
allows the pilot to ﬂy while a
photographer controls the
camera, ensuring perfect shots
every time.
All our aerial cameras provide a
minimum of 20MP photos and 4K
video, and our Inspire 2 system
oﬀers lenses from ultra-wide
7.5mm to 45mm telephoto.
Rigorous risk management,
maintenance and safety controls
are in place to ensure all our
operations are carried out
eﬃciently and safely.

ABOUT US

S HE TL A ND FLY E R
AE R IAL ME D I A

Shetland Flyer Aerial Media are UK
CAA approved commercial UAS
operators with Permission for
Commercial Operations in congested
areas. We hold £2.5M public liability
insurance and our pilots are
professional photographers and
videographers who have international
UAS pilot certiﬁcation.

S H E T L A N D F LY E R A E R I A L M E D I A
11 Ronald Street | Lerwick | Shetland | ZE1 0BQ
01595 747047 | 07788 990550
www.shetland-ﬂyer.media
info@shetland-ﬂyer.co.uk

Specialist interior, exterior,
aerial and elevated media
capture services for
property marketing,
corporate publicity material
and web content

SPECIALIST AERIAL MEDIA CAPTURE
We oﬀer a range of specialist media capture packages to make your marketing material really
stand out from the crowd. Starting from as little as £149 it won’t break the bank, and our high quality
exterior, interior and aerial media products produce stunning marketing and publicity content.

Advanced unmanned aircraft technology and high
quality cameras produce superior aerial imaging

Shetland Flyer Aerial Media oﬀer a wide
range of media services using our
professional cameras and ﬂeet of
advanced Unmanned Aerial Systems

TELESCOPIC POLE PHOTO & V IDEO
Using our 12m (40’) telescopic pole we can provide an
elevated view even in heavily congested areas where
ﬂying is not possible. Our high quality cameras have zoom
lenses and provide 18.2MP stills and 1080p HD video. Pole
packages are available from just £149 inc VAT for up to 10
JPEG stills.

An aerial view without using
a drone!

Photo up to 12m (40’) high

Aerial photos provide an
unrivalled property view

A vertical view oﬀers a
unique perspective

(UAS). From high quality interior, exterior
and aerial media projects to 360º VR

AERIAL PHOTO & V IDEO

panoramic tours, we can provide smart

Our aerial photo and video option oﬀers fantastic value for
money. Using our fully stabilised integrated camera
systems we provide 20MP JPEG stills and stunning 4K
UHD video, ideal for print, web and social media
marketing. Our packages start from just £199 inc VAT
which includes up to 10 JPEG stills or two minutes of
unedited 4K UHD video.

and cost eﬀective solutions tailored to
your speciﬁc requirements. We also oﬀer
extensive in-house post production
services and media hosting, providing you
with the complete package.
An aerial perspective on your property or
corporate marketing materials adds a
whole new dimension by capturing the
bigger picture, and our high resolution VR
tour packages will put your clients right
inside the picture. Contact us to discuss
your next project and ﬁnd out what we
can do for you.

CO M PLET E M ED IA PACK AGES

The one stop shop for all your marketing media
requirements, we oﬀer interior and exterior photo and
video, aerial photo and video, and 360º interior, exterior
and aerial VR panoramas and tours. Professionally
produced media gets real results from you marketing
material, and we can manage your projects from capture
to ﬁnal output. Contact us to discuss your requirements.

Our interactive 360º x 180º VR panoramas and tours put
your clients right in the centre of the picture

